
February/March 2020 Project – Tyler Skinny Jeans by Petite Stitchery Patterns 

***THIS WILL BE A TWO-PART SERIES. YOU MUST SIGN UP FOR BOTH MONTHS TO COMPLETE*** 

This pattern will give us the opportunity to learn to fit pants to our unique body shapes (adjusting rise, 

full or flat booty adjustments, flat pubice, etc.). We will make a muslin for fit so it would be a good idea 

to bring a cheaper fabric to test for fit before we construct with your more expensive fabric and 

complete the finishes on. We will cut everything in class since we are working on proper fit. 

-Go to https://petitestitchery.com/shop/adult-tyler-skinnies/ to download the pattern. We will be 

asking for proof of purchase at the beginning of class. If you are unfamiliar with pdf patterns, not to 

worry! If you have trouble printing or putting the pattern together feel free to text/call Kim @ 303-406-

8001  

- See the pattern link for required fabric amount for your measured size as well as required stretch 

(should have AT LEAST 25% stretch).  I recommend stretch denim or a heavier weight ponte. Lighter 

weight knits will not work for this pattern as it requires decent structure. I will list some links to fabric 

stores that sell this type of fabric below.  

- matching thread for your serger (4 spools). Denim thread for top stitching if you use stretch denim. 

This really finishes the garment nicely and gives you a store-bought look! 

- jean/pants button (if doing the faux fly/button look)  

- pins or clips 

- rotary tool or scissors to cut out your fabric and pattern 

- Pattern weights (optional) 

Online Fabric Stores -  

www.thefabclique.com 

They have several good stretch denim options and even a bundle that comes with the thread and 

button!  

www.surgefabrics.com 

They carry a nice quality super stretch denim as well as heavier weight ponte options. Fast shipping!  

https://petitestitchery.com/shop/adult-tyler-skinnies/
http://www.thefabclique.com/
http://www.surgefabrics.com/

